
Consider the following data from Sindhi, an Indo-European language of Pakistan and India (somewhat 
simplified). Determine whether [p,pʰ,b] are separate phonemes or allophones of the same phoneme. 
Following that, determine whether you can extend your analysis to the alveolar and velar stops given 
the data here. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
pənu leaf təru bottom 
vəd ͡ ʒu opportunity kʰəto sour 
ʃəki suspicious bəd ͡ ʒu run 
ɡədo dull bənu forest 
dəru door bət ͡ ʃu be safe 
pʰənu hood of snake d ͡ ʒəd ͡ ʒu judge 



Consider the following data from Korean, a language isolate spoken in Korea (somewhat simplified). 
Give underlying forms for all of the words below, and give a segmental phonological explanation on 
how you get from the underlying forms to the surface forms. (Hint: You should assume that [s] and [ʃ] 
have the same underlying form—that is, that they are allophones of the same phoneme.) Note that your 
explanation needs only to deal with the alternation between [s] and [ʃ]. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
ʃ i  poem sal flesh 
ʃ inmun newspaper kasu singer 
ʃ i lsu mistake kasə l  hypothesis 
t ͡ ʃaʃ in self miso smile 
kanʃ ik snack tapsa exploration 
miʃ in superstition t ͡ ʃasal suicide 
tʰaksaŋʃ iɡe table clock sanmun prose 
oʃ ip fifty t ͡ ʃəŋsonjən adolescents 
panʃ ik method susek search 
kaʃ i  thorn so cow 



Consider the following data from standard Castilian Spanish, an Indo-European language spoken in 
Spain (somewhat simplified). Determine whether [d,ð] are different phonemes or not, and give 
underlying forms for all of the words in the dataset. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
dɾama drama komiða food 
doloɾ  pain anda scram 
dime tell me sweldo salary 
kaða each duɾaɾ  to last 
laðo side toldo curtain 
oð io hatred falda skirt 



Consider the following data from English, an Indo-European language spoken mainly in Europe, North 
America, and Oceania. The variety given here is spoken mainly in Canada and part of the United States 
(and is somewhat simplified). Determine whether [ɑɪ,əɪ] are different phonemes, and give underlying 
forms for all of the words below. If [ɑɪ,əɪ] are different phonemes, give a segmental phonological 
explanation on how you get from the underlying forms to the surface forms. Note that your 
explanation needs only to deal with the alternation between [ɑɪ,əɪ]. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
bəɪt  bite tɑɪ  tie 
ɹɑɪd ride rɑɪz rise 
rəɪt  write fəɪt  fight 
bɑɪ  buy rəɪs rice 
fɑɪ l  file ləɪf  life 
tɑɪm time təɪp type 
nɑɪnθ  ninth tɑɪr ̩  tire 
fɑɪɹ ̩  fire bəɪk bike 



Consider the following data from Québécois French, an Indo-European language spoken in Canada 
(somewhat simplified). Determine whether [t,t ͡s] are different phonemes, and give underlying forms for 
all of the words below. If [t,t ͡s] are different phonemes, give a segmental phonological explanation on 
how you get from the underlying forms to the surface forms. Note that your explanation needs only to 
deal with the alternation between [t,t ͡s]. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
tu all teleɡram telegram 
abut ͡si  ended trɛ  very 
tɛ l  such kʏ l t ͡syr culture 
tɛ ̃b stamp minʏ t  minute 
t ͡sim ɪd timid t ͡sy you 
t ͡s ɪt  title t ͡sʏb tube 



Consider the following data from Friulian (somewhat simplified). You are given root words along with 
suffixed forms for each of those roots. The phonetic content of the suffixes, and the relationships 
between the roots and their suffixed forms should be obvious; feel free to assume that the underlying 
forms of all of the suffixes are the same as the surface forms. First, give underlying forms for all of the 
words below, both suffixed and unsuffixed. (Hints: All pairs of unsuffixed forms should have the same 
underlying forms as the corresponding suffixed morphemes.) Second, explain the alternation between 
the unsuffixed and suffixed morphemes using segmental phonological rules showing how the system 
gets from the underlying forms to the surface forms. Please note that you do not have to explain any of 
the variation in the content of the suffixes, though you should make sure that your phonological rules 
do not predict suffixes that do not actually appear. 

ROOT GLOSS SUFFIXED GLOSS 
warp blind warbit sty 
kwarp body kwarput little body 
piert s/he loses pierdi to lose 
dint tooth dintisin little tooth 
trop flock troput little troop 
vjot s/he sees vjodi to see 
tat went tade she went 
brut ugly brute ugly woman 
nervos nervous nervoze nervous woman 
ros red rose red woman 
lof wolf lovut little wolf 
f iɡ  fig f iɡon big fig 



Consider the following data from Modern Greek, an Indo-European language spoken mainly in Greece 
(somewhat simplified). Determine whether [c,k,ç,x] are different phonemes, and give underlying forms 
for all of the words below. If any of [c,k,ç,x] are different phonemes, give a segmental phonological 
explanation on how you get from the underlying forms to the surface forms. Note that your 
explanation needs only to deal with the alternation between [c,k,ç,x]. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
kano do kori daughter 
xano lose xori dances 
çino pour xrima money 
cino move krima shame 
kali  charms xufta handful 
xali  plight xufeta bonbons 
çeli  eel çina goose 
ceri candle cina china 
çeri hand   



Consider the following data from Ebira, a Niger-Congo language spoken in Nigeria (somewhat 
simplified). Determine whether [a,e] are different phonemes, and give underlying forms for all of the 
words below. If [a,e] are different phonemes, give a segmental phonological explanation on how you 
get from the underlying forms to the surface forms. Note that your explanation needs only to deal with 
the alternation between [a,e]. 

WORD GLOSS WORD GLOSS 
mexi I expect maz ɪ  I am in pain 
meze I am well mazɛ  I agree 
meto I arrange matɔ  I pick 
metu I beat matʊ  I send 

 


